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DETERMINATION OF GENERAL RELATIONS FOR THE BEHAVIOR OF TURBULENT
BOUNDARY LAYERS

By ALBEST E. VONDomHoFF and NEALTWmFLVIN

SUMMARY

An an.alyti hcwbeen made of a eodable amount of data
for turbulent boundary layers i@ng wing8 and bodti of various
ehapeain order to determine thefundamental vurialk that con-
trol th development of turbulent boundary layers. It w found

that the type of velocity didribuiion in thi boumo?qv luyer could
be expre48ed in term of a tingte parameter. l%i$ parameter

W(L8 di0887L (Z8 the ?IZtW Of t)k dGpLwemen#hiCk71#I?8 tO tti

momentum thickni%8 of the boundary layer. The variabl-eathat
control the develqmwnt of the turbulent boundary layer appar-
ently are (1) t?w ratio of the mnuiim~ premure gradient,
expre38ed in term-8 of the ~ocd dynamic prem?ure Out&e the
boundury layer and boundary-lqmr thkkn.e88, to the loud 8kin-
jriction coejkid and (2) the 81uzpeof the boundary layer. An
empirical equation haa been ckloped in terms of thae variable-s
that, when waea?with tlw momentum egua$ion and the 8kin-

friGtion relation, makea ‘it p08&ibk to trace the development of
tlu turbu-knt bounday layer to the 8eparation point.

INTRODUCTION

A good measure of the understanding of the general prob-
lem of the flow of n real fluid about a body of arbitrary shape
ean be taken as the degree of approximation @th which the
aerodynamic characteristics of the body can be calculated
on the baais of kisting lmowledge. The flow in regions re-
moved from the wake and from the surface of a body obeys
very closely the laws for perfect frictionless fluids at all rea-
son~bly large Reynolds numbers. This type of flow is well
understood, although the detailed computations may be
diflicuh in some cases. Departure of the flow of real fluids
from that of the fictionless fluid is 6aused almost entirely
by the failure of the idealized fluid to reproduce the actual
flow conditions at the surface of the body.

Because the theory of perfect fluids gives zero drag for W
bodies and gives no information cenceining coalitions that
lead to separation of the flow horn the surface, these pheno-
mena must be almost entirely associated with the behavior of
the flow at the surface or, in other words, with the boundmy
layer; that is, all drag, with the exception of induced drag
and drag due to shock wavea, all cases of flow separation such
aa occur at maximum lift or at high aileron deflections, and
all Reynolds number effects are entirely dependent on the
behavior of the bound-layer.

Bemuse the flowof ideal fluids is well understood, the
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problem of calculating the actual flow-resolves itself into a
study of boundary layers. There are three general types of
boundary layer: laminar, transitional, and turbulent. In
most cases, the important 1amimwboundary-layer eharacter-
istica-thickness, skin friction, and point of separation-can
be estimated with sufhient accuracy from methods described
in references 1 and 2. If, in unusual casea, more detailed in-
formation is required, one of the methods of calculation given
in reference 3 maybe used.

Experiments in low-turbulenw wind tunnels and in flight
have shown that extensive laminar layers maybe maintained
in the presence of a favorable pressure gradient. Although
little is known about methods of detwmining the position of
the transition point, transition must occur either associated
with laminar separation or at some position upstream of the
separation point. The position of the transition point varies
widely within this region because of changes in stream tur-
bulence, surface condition, and Reynolds number.

A ccmsidarable amount of progress has been made in de-
terminingg turbulent skin friction in pipes and along flat
p]atw with zero pressure gradient. As a result of the d+
velopment of the “mixing-length” theory, notably by
Prandtl and von IWnAn, reliable rules that should be ap-
plicable throughout an extremely wide range of Reynolds
numbers have been fo”imd for calculating the skin friction
and velocity distribution in the boundary layer along flat
plates and in pipes.

In order to find the tiect of varying pressures on the
boundary-layer eharaeteristics, von lUrm&n applied the
momentum theorem to the boundary layer and derived the
so-called “momentum equation” that gives the rate of
thickening of the boundary layer if the type of vidocity dis-
tribution within the boundary layer, the external pressure
distribution, and the skin friction are Jmowm. It w-asfound
in a number of oaseathat, if the shape of the boundary layer
and the skin friction were assumed to be the same as in
pipea, good agreement was obtained between the calculated
and experimental bound~-layer thiclmess and skin friction.
This procedure, however, fails to give any information con-
cerning the changea in boundary-layer characteristics that
lead to separation of the flow from the surface. In addition
to the momentum equation, a relation is needed between the
shape of the velocity distribution in the boundary layer, the
skiu friction, and the pressure distribution.
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Several”attempts have been made to iind such “arelation.
From experiments in converging and diverging channels,
Nikuradse, tig water (reference 4), and D6nch, using air
(reference 5), found that, in cases in which the boundary
layer along the walls met in the center of the channel, the
velocity distribution across the channel vw a function of
a~~ where a is the angle of divergence of the channel and
R is the Reynolds number based on the channel width and
average velocity. Buri, whose work vm.s discussed by
Prandtl in reference 6, used the results of Nikuradse and
Dtmch in an attempt to calculate the general behavior of
turbulent boundary layers.- Buri assumed that the shape of
the boundary layer was always given by the parameter of
Nikuradse and Dthmh. One of the wealnmwea in Buri’s
calculations was the assumption that the shape of the
veloci~ distribution depended only on the value of this
parameter and was independent of the previous history of
the boundary layer. It maybe pointed out that the para-
meter of Nikuradse and D6nch is not essentially a shape
parameter but represents a function of the pressure gradient
and skin friction which is assumed to determine the shape of
the velocity distribution.

Gruschwitz (reference 7), using a parameter dependent
upon the type of veloci~ distribution in. the boundwy
layer, found a relation between the pressure gradient and
this parameter. This relation, with the momentum equa-
tion, was sufficient to detmmine the development of the
turbulent boundary layer along a surface. Although
Gruschwitz obtained good agreement with experiment for
the data presented in his paper, other investigatora whq have
tried to use the method reported poor agreement forcaseain
which the turbulent boundary layer separated horn the sur-
face. Peters (referenca 8) conducted an invdigation for
the speciiic purpose of testing the Gruschwitz method of
calculation and concluded that the Gruschwitz method
cannot be used to determine the location of the separation
point nor even, in many c-mea,to predict whether separation
will occur at all.

The purpose of the present investigation is to determine
the important variablea that control the behavior of turbu-
lent boundary layers and to develop general relations in
terms of these variablea that describe the boundary-layer
motion. The fundamental variables must, of course, be
expressed nondimensionally in terms of local boundary-layer
quantities

The quantities at a given station along a surface that were
felt to have the most important effect on the further develop-
ment of the boundary layer are the following:

(1.) Shape of the boundary-layer proiile
(2) Rate of change along the surface of the dynamic

pressure outside the boundary layer
(3) Skin fiction

Data from various published sources and from tests in the
NACA two-dimensional low-turbulence tunnel made speciii-
tally for the present investigation were analyzed in terms
of the foregoing variables in order to iind the needed general
relation for the rate of change of shape of the boundazy-
la.yerprofiles.
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SYMBOLS

angle of divergence of channel; also, angle of attack
Reynolds number
minor axis of ellipse
velocity within boqdary layer
freestrewn velocity
distance along surface
chord
distance perpendicular to surface

—
velocity outside boundary layer
skin friction per unit length
dynamic pressure outide boundary layer
shape-parameter

displacement thiclmew [Jw9d’1
density

R,=~U -
P

P viscosity
6- boundary-layer thickness
v kinematic viscosity.
c constant
s equivalent length of flat plate before pressure recovery

begins
b width of channel
L total pressure at distance 0 from surface
& free-stream total pressure

7
[ -(3’1

shape parameter 1

w velocity at distance e from surface
!ZO initial value of q
c, Cmstant
00 initialvalue of e
ROO initiil value of RO

E=2.557 lo~, 4.075 Reo

F=2.557 G
()To+ 1

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The data used in the analysis were collected from” the
available literature and from tcm%performed in the NACIA
two-dimensional low-turbulence tunnel. The following table
showa the data used in the present analysis:

Modal ReynoIda
nmnbor, R
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The paper by Gruschwitz (reference 7) contained data on a
wing and on channel walls obtained from tests at GWingen.
The data from run 2 on the channel wall in the form of
boundmy-layer velocity profiles, pressure distribution, and
curves of the momentum thickness and the shape parameter
plotted against distance along the plate were used. From
Peten/ paper (reference 8); data were taken in the form of
curves of the momentum thiclmess, shape parameter, and
pressure coefficient against the position along the airfoil
chord. These tests were made in order to check the method
of calculation proposed by Gruschwitz. The ~eyiiolds
number of the test was not given explicitly and was judged
to be slightly leasthan 4,000,000. The rwults from the testt.
at an angle of attack of 9° were used because the data for
this angle of attack were presented in a convenient form and
because separation of the flow had taken place at the rear of
the wing.

A few points were obtained from the boundary-layer veloc-
ity proiilcs and pressuredistribution contained in reference 11.
The data were obtained from a test of an elliptic cylinder
at an angle of attack of 0° and a Reynolds number of
118,000 baaed on the minor axis D of the elLipse. The ratio
of major to minor axis was 2.96, mahg the Reynokk num-
ber based on the major axis equal to 349,000.

The data on turbulent “boundary layera involving separa-
tion obtained from the NACA two-dimensional low-turbu-
lence tunnel were collected from previous tests and from
tests performed specifically for the present investigation.

A few turbulenbbodndary-layer profiles that were. not
C1OSOto separation were obtained from previously published
data on the NACA 0012 airfoil (reference 10). These points
were used in the analysis mainly be,~use the boundary layer
wna far from separation and the use of these points helped
to give a better distribution of data. The data obtained
on the NACA 66,2–216 airfoil are given in reference 9.
Ordinates for this section can be found by methods described
in reference 12.

Tests of a thick airfoil, the NACA 65(216)–222 (approx.)
were mnde at three Reynolds numbers at two angles of
attack. The methods of obtaining the data were the same as
those described in reference 9. All the tests of this tioil

‘involved turbulent separation. The data from these tests
am presented in the form of boundary-layer veloci~ proiiles
for a number of stations along the chord (figs. 1 to 4). The
pressure distributions are given in figure 5. The region of
turbulent separation is indicated in the pressure distribution
as the flat region at the rear of the airfoil. The chord of the
airfoil wcs 24 inches and the airfoil waa finished as described
in reference 9. The ordinat= can be derived by methods
explained in reference 12. The @& was free horn all
surface imperfections that could be felt by hand but had a
strip of Carborundum-covered cellulose” Scotch” tape 1 inch
wide on the upper surface near the leading edge.
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The other model tested in the NACA two-dimensional
Iow-turbulemm tunnel for data to be used in the premmt
analysis was the NACA nose-opening airfoil shape 13. The
model had a chord of 36 inches and was finished in the same
manner as the NACA 66,2–216 (reference 9). The section
ordinatea for the NACA nose-opening airfoil shape 13 are
given in reference 13. The wing was tested at an angle of
attack of 9.1° at three Reynolds numbers. The turbulent
sepmmtion obtained in this test w-m not so marked as that
obtained in the tests of the NACA 66,2–216 and NACA
66(216)-222 (approx.) airfoils, although tufts placed at the
rear of the wing on the upper surface indkatmd separation.
The data from these tests are presented in figures 6 and 7 in
the form of boundary-layer velocity profiles for a number of
stations along the chord. The pressure distributions are
given in figure 8. The beginning of separation is indicated
in the pressure distributions by the flattening of the curves
at the rear of the airfoiL The smallflat region in the pressure
distribution at the nose of the airfoil is an indication of lami-
nm separation. The boundary-layer velocity proiiles for
the region at the nose of the airfoil are=hown -in~figure 6.
The pecuiiar shape of the velocity distribution for some of
the stations, particularly in the curv-- that ~e=inmeasing
velocity with approach toward the wall, is probably caused
by spanwise flows over the airfoil. The boundary-layer
thickneasea obtained in these tests were much larger than
those usually obtained for airfoiIs of 36-inch chord.

ANALYSIS

The equation that gives the rate of change of the momen-
tum defect in a boundary layer, origindy derived by von
Kfirmfin, may be
dimensional flow:

writt& in- tie fo~owing form for two-

CM E+-2 e &=z

()
&+~– qdx 2q

where “
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x

H

velocity within boundary layer
velocity outside boundary layer
distanca perpendicular to surface
skin friction per tit length
dynamic pressure outside boundary layer
distance along surface
shape parameter

Tho shape parameter H is defied as the ratio 6“/0 wllero

‘*=J”(l-$’Y
The difference between the actual flow

of momentum in the boundary layer and that of the sanm
quantity of fluid flowing with velocity U is pWtl. I?rom this
relation, the length o is given the name momentum thiclmess.
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The length ~*, called the displacement thickness., is the
amount by which the streamlines just outside the boundary
layer are displaced becmae of the reduction of velocity
within the boundary layer. Because o depends on the second
power of the velocity distribution, whereas 6* depends on
only the tit power, the ratio 6*Jodepends on the mmmer in
which u/U varies with y— that is, upon the shape of the
boundary-layer profile.

The momentum equation in the form just given contains
only local boundary-layer quantities. The local skin-fiction
coefficient is 70/q. The nondimtiional pressure gradient is

~ % where o is the unit of length and g is the unit of dynamicgdx
pressure.

Although it haa been shown that the. shape of the bound-
ary-layer profile determines H, the cmveme cannot be
proved from mathematical considerations alone. If H does
actually determine the shape of the boundary-layer proiile,
then all points of u/U plotted against H at a constant value
of y/o should fall on a single curve. A collection of such
curvcE for various valuea of y/O is shown in figure 9. The
data prcaented in figure 9 represent the collection of all the
boundary-layer profiles that enter into the analysis. Figure 9
shows that u/U is a function of H alone for a given value of
y/0, This conclusion is important because it means that
turbulenkboundary-layer profik% form a single-parameter
family of curws. The complete velocity distribution in the
boundary layer is lmown when Oand Hhave been determined.
Figure 10, which is a cross plot of figure 9, gives turbulent
boundary-layer velocity profiles corresponding to various

values of H. As the separation poin~ is approached, the
value of H increases. Because the turbulent sepmdion point
usually is not very well deiined, it is not possible to give an
exact value of H corresponding to separation. The value of
H usually varies so rapidly near the separation point, how-
ever, that it is not necessary to fix accurately the value of H
corresponding to separation. Separation has not been
observed for a value of H leas than 1.8 and appears definitely
to have occurred for a value of H of 2.6. Gruschwitz’s
criterion for immimmt separation is equivalent to a value of
H of 1.86.

The fact that the ty-pe of velocity distribution in the
boundary. layer can be given in terms of a single parameter
greatly simplifies the study of turbulent boundary layem.
It is now necessary to determine only the manner in which
this parameter variea along the surface as a function of the
external forces acting on the boundary layer.

The external forces acting on the boundary layer at any
point are the pressure gradient, expressed nondimensionally

e
as–

q$$and the skin friction, expressed nondimensionally

as r~/g. The assumption is made that the rate of change of
H rather than H itself is related to the local forces. This
assumption is desirable in order that the boundwy-layer
conditions downstream from a point shall be definikly con-
nected with the conditions upstream of the point; that is, a
sudden change in the preasure gradient should not produce
a discontinuity in the type of velocity distribution in the
boundary layer. Prandtl (reference 6) has pointed out this
difficulty both in the Poblhaumn theory for laminar bound-
ary layem and in Buri’s method for calculating turbulent
boundary laym. Expressed in nondimensional form, the

rate of change of His given as o ~ ‘

In the early stage of the analysis, the experimental data

were plotbd in the form of o ~H against ~ 2 “ I?air correla-

tion was obtained for a limited amount of data. As the
analysis was extended to include more data, systematic

variations with Reynolds number were noticed. When o ~

R&nolds number w& eli%.nated. The skin friction w&
tentatively assumed to be given by the Squire and Young
formula (reference 14)

2~=[5.890 loglo (4.075R)]’
To

where

&=~
P

This formula was chosen because of the good agreement
obtained between the experimental drag coefficients for air-
foils and those calculated by the Squire and Young method.
It was felt that the local skin-friction coefliciem% thus
determined were probably mop accurate in most cases than
those determined directly from the ‘boundary-layer surveys.
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e&2q
The quantiw ~ ~ ~0, or a quantity differing only by a

constant factor, has frequently been used as a parameter
for boundmy-layer phenomena. - For esample, the Pohl-

hausen parameter for laminar boundary layera ~ ‘=U, where

6 is the boundary-layer thickness and.~ the kinematic viscos-

e@2g.. Jj’or a lami-ity, can be shown @ be equivalent to ~ ~ TO

nar boundary layer, ro=p
G)omd(’%)oispmpOrtiOnalti

Z7/& It thus follows that P/3 is proportional to rO/~. Sub-

stituting ~fi for ~ in the Pohlhausen parameter and replac-
d

U(I.4Jing ~“ by its equivalent — ~ gives a quanti~ proportional
2!?

equal to some constant times ~ q ~. By a similar pro=qdxro

8 dU
of reasoning, the parameik!r~ ~, where 8 is the equivalent

length of the flat plate before presmre recovery is begun,
which determines the amount of pressure that can be re-
covered in a laminar layer with a straightAine velocity
gradient as given in referenee 1, can be shown to be propor-

od4J2
tional to ~ ~ ~ Nikuradse (reference 4) found that I& re-

sults for turbulent flow, which give the velocity distribution
across diverging or converging channels, agreed with similar
measurementsmade by D6nch (reference 5) when a w had
the same value. For a given type of veloci~ distribution

bdqacrow tie channel, ~ ~ at the center is proportional to the

a%.le of divergen~, where b jS tie widfi of the channel.
Within the range of Reynolds numbem covered by the
investigations of Nikuradse and D6nch, the skin-friction
coefficient ro/g at.the wall was inversely proportional to m.
For a given type of velocity distribution, a W!? is therefore

0 ~ ~ It may be pointed out that,proportional tQ ~ ~ ~~

although in Buri’s theory of turbulent boundary layers and

13dgfi?g
Pohlhaumn’s theory of laminar boundary layers ~ ~ TOrVSS

assumed tQdetermine the type of velocity distribution in the
boundq layer, in the present analysis it is assumed that

~ h ~ tiects only the rata of change of the type of velocity
q&To

distribution.
It seemed highly probable that the rate of change of H

should depend not only on the ratio of the pressure gradient
to the skin friction but also on the value of H itmlf, Plots

o ~ ~ at (),1 intervrdswere therefore made of OdXHagainst ~ ~ To

of H for all the data entering into the present analysis.
These plots are given in figure 11. Although the points
show considerable scatter,”def?miiwtrends for the variation

ed42of edZHwith both ; ~ ~. and H are observable. It mny be

%pointed out, however, that both ‘ZH and ~ were the slopm

of experimentally determined curves. Large scatter of the
data therefore is to be expected. The large scatter of the
points in figure 11, ~onsequently, does not necessarily in-
dicate any serious inadequacies in the present analysis,
From a study of the available data, it was found thnt the

o~~ and H cotdd be fairlyvariation of 8d~Hwith ~ ~ To

represented by the equation

[4
@=e4.@M@-2.ml -f ~ %-2 036(H-1.286)]

h .

Wdl

The exponential form of the factor multiplying the second
member of this equation was chosen because the data for
high values of H, although not very complete, nevertheless

indicated that ~H was large. It may be noted thnt 1.2S13

is the due of H for the ~-power distribution of velocity in

the boundary layer. It is seenfrom the foregoing equationthnt
%no change ti’His indicated for the case in which ~=0 and H

has the value 1.286. The degreo to which the equation for
~dH .
~ apprommates the experimental data from which it was

derived may be seen in figure 11. Each of the straight lines

~ -e 11 was obtained from the equation for&H by giving

H successive values of 1.35, 1.45, 1.55, &d 1.66. The slope
of these lines is given by the factor &@@-a~5j, ond tho ~tor-

cept for &H=O is given by the term –2.035 (H–1.286).

COMPARISON OF PRESENT ANALYSIS‘3!ITH GRUSCHIVITZ
ANALYSIS

In reference 7, Gruschwitz analyzea the behavior of turbu-
lent boundary Iayem in the following manner:

where

T shapepmmeter[l-(%)7 hthesamesensem H
% velocity at ~=e

and

~ total pre9sureat distance Ofrom surface (gIin reference 7)

.
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In writing this relation, it is implicitly w~ed hat 6$$ iS

0 ‘q Bec&use of this assumption, the Gru-independcnt of ~ ~“

sclnvitz analysis-is subject to the same criticism as are the
Buri and Pohlhausen methods for making boundmy-layer
calculations. Now

Tq=h—h

where & (g. in reference 7) is the fres-stream total pressure;
hence,

jdh, _ ~dq edg
qdx dx g%q -

and therefore
~dq

d A q–F(v, Re)—=. .
dx qdx

Except for the factor 2gJro, this relation is similax in form

to the relation found from the present investigation; namely,

The Gruschwitz relation, however, is very restricted in the
edq .

form of the dependence of 0$ on ~ ~ m comparison with

the type of relation used in the present investigation. l?ur-

thermore, no variation of O~ with RO is indicated in the

final equations
f

“ven by Gru~~hwitz.
In the Grusc witz analysis? the arbitrary function which

was to be determined experimentally contained oily one
variable ~; whereas, in the present analysis, the arbltrq

0 @ 2~ and H. Apart hornfunction contains two variables, ; Jr 76

the neglect of RR,one reason for &~~&re of the Gruschtitz
analymsis that a correlation of all turbulenkboundary-layer
data in terms of a function containing only one independent
variable was not possible.

METHOD OF CALCULATION

For calculating the characteristics of turbulent boundary
layers, the following information is required: The initial
values of o and H, the pressure distribution over the body,
and the Reynolds number. The equations that are used in
making fLcomputation are

0% E+2 Odq=ro ‘——
z+ 2 qdx 2q

#~=ekw(H_z,7,)

[
e % ~–2.035 (H–1.286)

&c -~ dz 70 1

‘= [5.890 loglo (4.o75 R,)]’
70

In order to reduce the work of computation, TJ2q was plotted
ngainst RE in figure 12 and the factor e~mf=-~mo in the

dH
equation for ~— was plotted against H in figure 13.

The momentum equation and the equation for $: are

simultaneous &a&order differential equations that can be
‘74002M626

solved by a step-by-step calculation. It is usually necew~
to use such a method although, for some particular cases,
the equations may be integrated directly. The method of
calculation is as follows: The values of the variables entering
into the computation at the initial station are substituted

dH
in the momentum equation and the equation for ~“ Values

for ~ and ~ are thus obtained at the initial station. An

increment of the length along the surface of the body x is

then chosen and multiplied by ~ and ‘~ to give AOand AH,

respectively. These increments of 6 and H are added to the
initial values and result in values of o and H for the new
value of z. The process is repeated until the desired result
has been attained. Separation may be considered to have
occurred when H rises to about 2t6.

The choice of the increment of z is a matter for the judg-
ment of the individual investigator. As a general rule, the

& dH
increments of z should be made small when ~ or ~ changes

rapidly from one value of z b the next. In order to decrease
the length of the calculation, the increments of ti must be
chosen as large as is compatible with the accura~ desired.
For the computations that were made in order to check the
method of calculation, the increment of x for one step was

so chosen that A% Ax< O.0025, where A ~is the change

dH
in — between two successive values of z and AXis the incre-dx
ment of z.” This criterion furnishes a measure of the maxi-
mum error that can be expected in ~ for one step of the
computation. When the flow approaches separation, H
usually increases very rapidly and, in such cases, the fore-
going criterion may be dieregarded without appreciable error
in the position of the separation point. By disregarding the
criterion when the flow is close to separation, the length of
the computation may be reduced.

A sample calculation for the NACA 65(216)-222 (approx.)
airfoil section at a=lO.1° and at R=2.64x106 k given in
table I.

H the question of separation is not involved and if the ‘
variation of H along the surface is not of interest, reasonably
accurate values of o maybe obtained by assuming a constant
value of H and merely using the momentum equation to-
gether with the skin-friction relation to determine 0. This
procedure is substantially the same as that of reference 14
where a constant value of H of 1.4 was chosen for calculating
the proiile drag of airfoil sections.

TESTS OF METHOD OF CALCULATION

In order to obtain a general check of the method of calcu-
lation and to detertie whether the scatter of the points in
figure 11 ma primarily due to the difficulty in obtaining the
slopes of experimental curves or to serious inadequacies in
the analysis, computations were carried through for eight
cases. For all these computations, the initial values of H
and 0 were obtained from experimental data.
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FIGLTICElZ—VarfatIonofm% with RI (reference14
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A comparison between the calculated and experimental
variations of H and o along the surface “Eshown in figures 14
to 24. A computation made by the Gruschwitz method
(from reference 8) is included in figure 17. I?or some of the
cases, comparisons of the calculated and experimental
boundary-layer profiles at one or two positions are also pre-
sented. In general; the calculations are in good agreement
with the experimental curves. No systematic dii%rences
were found between the calculated and experimental curves
of H. Although the agreement between the calculated and
experimental curves of o (figs. 14 to 24/ is good in most cases,
some consistent diilerencea are apparent as the separation
point is approached. In this region, many of the calculated
vahm of Oare less than the experimental values. One ex-
planation of the discreparq, of course, is that the Squire
and Young skin-fiction relation is in error in noti indicating
an incrense in skin friction as the bound~-layer velocity
profile approaches the shape for separation. This tendenq-,
however, is contrary to the general impression that the skin
friction should decrenseas the separation point is approached.
As the flow approaches separation, the fluctuations in the
direction of flow increase. Such fluctuations make a pitot
tube read velocities higher than the actual velocities. These
fluctuations are a large proportion of the mean flow close to
the surface where reversed flow first begins. This behavior
of a pitot tube may explain why the turbulent velocity pro-

files, which are close to the separated state, all have tho
characteristic hump at small valuea of y/c. The velocity
proii.lesfor large values of H am therefore in error in the re-
gion close to the surface. The error in profile shape affects o
,as well as H. Reading velocities too high for all points where

& 0.5 make9 the integral for 0, which is
1’%(’-3)’%’

larger than it actually is. It is to be expected, thcro-
fore, that valuea of e determined by pitot-tube readings
should be higher than the true valuea under conditions of
unsteady flo~. On the other hand, as separation is rLp-
proached, the relatively greater velocity fluctuations neor
the surface may cause the skin friction to be higher than
when conditions are far from separation; and the effect of the
lower average velocities near the surface, such as occur for
higher values of H, may thus be compensated and possibly
overbalanced. An attempt was made to correlato the local
skin-friction coeflkient with H, but no consistent results were
obtained. Although there still is considerable doubt concern-
ing the true value of the skin-friction coefficient for con-
ditions approaching separation, it is interesting to note that
the-squire and Young skin-friction relation waa used through
a range of Rfffrom 500 to 48,000 and apparently gave good
results for most of the region covered by the turbulent
boundary layer.

(e.) SlqM -eta H.

(b) Mmentum tbkknew O, centlmetem.

FIQKmEls.—verwmof
mcenmtmnthfokn.8%%%%%h.O&wleL (DW3aommfarenc47,mz,)

and calcnlatal tin= of skape meta H ond
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In making a calculation, the initial condition of the bound-
ary layer must be known. Computations which have been
made do not iudieaiw that the calculation for the H-curve is
eapec.kdlysensitive tQthe initial value of 0. When the efdcu-
lation is to be made for a case in which the boundwy layer
is in a strong adveme pressure gradien~that is, when

%
o % is of the same order orgreaterthan2.035 (H-l.286)–
i To
the initial vake of H must be accurately detarm.ined. This
fact is obvious beoause the value of H determines how close
the flow .is to separation If the calculation is begun in a

13fiqz!g.region where < h roIs very small or positive, the boundary
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layer is not very sensitive to the initial vslue~of H. For

&example, if ~=0, H will eventually have the value of 1.286

regardleaaof its initial value.
The boundary-layer tbiclmeaais not particulsxly ~nsitive

b the initial value of H. This efTectis easily verified from
the form of the momentum equation. The eflect of changes
in the initial value of o on the boundary-layer thiclmess
farther downstream depends on the relative magnitude of

~ ~ and ~. If the pressure gradient is large in comparisonqdx 2q
with the skin friction, a change in the initial value of o will
produw a proportional change in the subsequent values of 0;
whereas, if the pressure gradient is sniall in comparison with
the skin friction, a change in the initial value of o willproduce
a constant increment equal to the initial change.

The initial value of o ordinarily maybe taken the mu.neas
the value for the laminsr boundary layer at the transition
point. Not enough is known about the mechanism of tran-
sition to be able h state in general what the initial values
of H should be. If transition occurs in a zero or “favorable”
pressure gradient or if the boundary layer is su.fliciently
thin at the transition point, in accordammwith the foregoing

discussion, the position of the turbulent ~paration point
will not be greatly MTectedby the choice of the initial value
of H.

PEESSURERECOVERY~THOUT CHANGE IN BOUNDARY.
LAYER SHAPE

The equation for o ~ indicates that, for each value of H,

such a value maybe assignedto’~ 2 that O‘~=0. Pressure

may be recovered, therefore, without a change in boundary-
layer shape if the correct pressure distribution is used. The
necessary pregsure distribution can be obtained by using

the equations for ~ and ~“ Them equations can be

integrated directly if His assumed to have a constant value.

When ~=0>

! &~= –2.035(H–1.286) ‘Cl
qdx TIJ (1)

where C?l is a constan~. The momentum equation then
reduces to the form

g=@& (2)

where

‘+2 (H–1.286)
()

0=1+2.035 ~

Elimination of ro/2g between equations (1) and (2) gives~the
ralation

ldd 1 e~
oz=~~dx

Upon integration,
c1

(3)

where 00is the initial value of Oand QOis the initial value of
g. The relations between O and z and, consequently, be-
tween g and z are obtained from integration of equation (2).

For 7J2q, the Squire and Young skin-fiction relation will
be used

1

;;=[2.557 log, (4.075 lZe)]2

where R@. is the initial value of ROor

“=R’WGY
Then

1

{[
2:= 2.657 loge

( Cl

2

4.075.2?8.+ $+1) log.;

$il={[ c(- )lOg,ilr2.557 loge4.075RoO+ 2%+1
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The variables are separable. Let ,

E=2.557 log. 4.075 R@O

and, when ~=1, :=0tl)

The final equation then becomes

()c!;= ;–1 (lP-2EF+2F9

‘) (EF–~+~(~+2 ($ogz
‘)0°gilY(4’

where

‘+2 (H–1.286)
()

C=1+2.035 ~
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-J

o
[3 L5 /.7 19 21 23 25 2.7 W

H
31

FIOOEE25.-Ihpon0nt C’I/Cdf@rmh@ rate of ~ mayi%ryfor ~ dkhibution
~tohtiacoMmtH.

By the use of equations (3) and (4), curves of gjqOand
0/00against Z/OO,which indicatethe manner in which pressure
can be recovered without a change in boundary-layer shape,
may be plotted. Figure 26 is a plot of CJC against H, which
shows the amount of pressure that can be recovered for a
given change in o as a function of the shape proiile to be
maintained. The plot indicates that pressure can be recov-
ered at the most rapid rate for a value of H fairly close to the
value for separation, that $, about 2.3. Because the flow
with such a high value of His apt to be unsteady, a good
compromise between steady flow and minimum increase in
d with decrease in q would seem to be a value of H of 1.7
or 1.8.

CONCLUSIONS

An ru.mlysisof a considerable amount of data for turbulent
boundary layers collected from the available literature and
from tests in the NACA two-dimensional low-turbulence
tunnel indicated the following conclusions:

1. The shape of all turbulent-boundary-layer profiles can
be expressed as a function of a single parameter.

2. The variables that control the development of the
turbulent bokdary layer apparently are (1) the ratio of the

nondimensional pressure gradient, exprwaed in terms of the
local dynamic pressure outside the boundary layer rmd
boundary-layer thichess, to the local skin-frktion coefficient
and (2) the shape of the boundary layer.

3. An empirical equation’ has been developed in term~f
these variables that, when used with the momentum equation
and the skin-friction relation, makes it possible to trace the
development of the turbulent boundary layer to the sepma-
tion point.

4. NO systematic variation of the skin-friction coefficient
with the shape parameter was indicated by the data,

5. Separation occurs for values of the shape parameter
greater than 1.8 and less than 2.6.

LANGLEY WaMortrAL AERONAUTICAL LADORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COmTTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIEILD, VA., April 13,1943.
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TABLE I.—CALCULATIONS OF e AND H FOR NACA 6S(216)-222 (APPROX.) AIRFOIL SECTION
[a-loJ”: R-264xloq

A9

I

Odq!q.——
QdIm

U& : ~x16+

.126 . n46

.136 . 74!i9

.160 . 7m7

.166 .mm
.fW1

%! .m37
,2m Lm
.3m 1.249
;3J0 1.410

1.49
3J ;.

.42 L7297
,43 1.7911
;g 1.667s

AJ ;%

.475 z lm

.4.9 !ZM24
,4s5 a.26m
.49 23116
.406 2 !3763
..m 24336
.m6 2m
.61 2670
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